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As a world leader in 2D and 3D design, engineering, and entertainment
software, Autodesk is providing the tools to help customers seize
opportunities created by a new global business environment—a place
where design has become the great competitive differentiator.
Technology, Design, and a Better Way
Since 1982, Autodesk has helped customers work
more efficiently. Today, the Autodesk® portfolio
of products is helping more than 10 million users
around the world change the way they work
altogether by enabling them to not only visualize
their designs, but also predict the real-world
performance of their ideas before they are built.
Whether the workflow involves Building Information
Modeling in architecture, Digital Prototyping in
manufacturing, or Digital Entertainment Creation
in film, TV, and video games, Autodesk provides
its customers with the broadest and deepest
product portfolio. Our software enables a faster,
more efficient and more iterative design process.
More than providing just a competitive advantage,
Autodesk provides the tools to help create a
better-designed world.
Our Customers’ Industries
Architecture, Engineering, and Construction
Building Information Modeling enables architects,
engineers, builders, and owners to explore a project’s
key characteristics such as cost, scheduling, and
environmental impact—before the project is
actually built.

Automotive and Transportation
Automotive manufacturers and suppliers use
the Autodesk solution for Digital Prototyping to
design, model, test, and market products before
building them.
Manufacturing
From industrial machinery to consumer products,
the Autodesk solution for Digital Prototyping
helps manufacturers accelerate product launches
and optimize global supply chain collaboration by
connecting all phases of the product development
process without the need for a physical prototype.
Media and Entertainment
Whether in film, video games, or television,
Autodesk provides digital artists and animators
with technologies that are redefining digital
content creation.

Government
Autodesk products and solutions enable both federal
and state agencies to meet crucial objectives such
as replacing or rebuilding an aging infrastructure
while facing the challenges of shrinking budgets
and changing regulations.
Designing What’s Next
Spending nearly a half-billion dollars annually on
research and development, Autodesk is committed
to supporting the next generation of design
professionals. With over 6,500 employees, 1,900
reseller partners, 3,400 development partners,
and 1,900 Authorized Training Centers worldwide,
Autodesk and its global network remain focused
on technological innovation and the advantages it
holds for our customers.

Utilities and Telecommunications
Utilities and telecommunications providers are
using Autodesk infrastructure modeling tools to
more easily handle customer requests, respond
quickly to outages, and effectively provide
information for reporting and decision analysis.
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